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Introduction

Archaeological finds, often including human remains, carry 
an invaluable history and are meaningful to the culture to which 
they belong, not only in the past but also to the communities in 
the present; thus, as researchers, we should be respectful while 
handling them, especially when performing archaeometric 
analysis, preferring techniques that are i) non-invasive, meaning 
that sampling is not required as nothing has to be removed from 
the object, and ii) non-destructive, thus allowing the sample to be 
reused for future analysis [1].

Keeping this in mind, research on bones also involves 
ethical considerations, although certain research questions 
require destructive analysis such as radiocarbon dating, isotopic 
studies, and ancient DNA. In such cases, bone diagenesis must 
be considered before proceeding with further archaeometric 
analyses to ensure reliable results, e.g. in isotopic analysis [2]. 

Spectroscopy is an analytical technique that studies the 
interactions between electromagnetic radiation and molecules.  
When light interacts with matter (it can be absorbed, scattered, 
or emitted), it is important to understand the processes  

 
 
underlying these interactions. Vibrational spectroscopy, based 
on light scattering and absorption, is used to examine the 
internal structures of molecules and crystals, providing detailed 
information on the chemical bonds and molecular structures [3, 
4]. Ergo, Raman spectroscopy, and Fourier-transform infrared 
(FTIR) spectroscopy are vibrational techniques that can identify 
functional groups as well as chemical bonds, and it is possible to 
assess the structure of proteins, lipids, and other components of 
biological samples [3], as well as minerals, such as those present 
in bone. 

Method and Sample

The dental sample is from the archaeological site Lagartero, 
located in the Mexican southern state of Chiapas, near the 
Honduras’ border, from the Mayan pos classic era (900-1521 CE). 
It was analyzed with the portable Raman spectrometer Optosky 
ATR3000 (Software Park, Jimei, Xiamen, China) with an ultra-high 
sensitivity CCD detector (785 nm exciting laser, spectral range of 
200-3500 cm -1).
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Discussion 

Fourier-Transform infrared Spectroscopy

FTIR is the most utilized archaeometric technique in 
anthropology to evaluate the crystallinity index (CI) of bones 
[5]. The operating principle of Infrared spectroscopy is based on 
the absorption of incident light when passing through matter at 
a particular energy, resulting in the molecular signature of the 
analyte; FTIR spectroscopy improved the quality of the spectra 
and minimized the time required to obtain data [6]. One of the 
main limitations of this method is the presence of water molecules 
that opaque signals. In the case of FTIR its non-destructive 
characteristic relies on the equipment; however, solid samples 
commonly require grinding.

Raman Spectroscopy

Whereas, the operating principle of Raman spectroscopy is 
based on the Raman scattering phenomenon; when the incident 
light interacts with matter, it causes the molecules in the analyte 
to scatter energy, which can gain or lose energy. This technique is 
extensively used to study crystal structures, meaning that peaks 
in Raman spectra have been more documented than those in FTIR 
spectra; therefore, they are more readily assigned to minerals 
[2]. Hence, Raman spectroscopy is well-suited for screening bone 
samples. For example, in Figure 1 the Raman peak corresponding 
to the hydroxyapatite symmetric stretching mode of vibration of 
phosphate ion v1(PO43-) is visible in the raw Raman spectra, this 
signal is important to obtain the CI of osseus tissue, in this case 
dental enamel.

Figure 1: Raw Raman spectra of enamel, marked in red is located the v1(PO43-) Raman band.

Raman spectroscopy yields at least four important composition 
measurements that are components of bone quality, mineral-to-
matrix ratio, carbonate-to phosphate ratio, mineral crystallinity, 
and the collagen cross-link; the advantages of the technique 
include its non-destructive and non-invasive characteristics [7-
8]. For other archaeometric analyses, Raman spectroscopy was 
used recently and, for the first time, complemented studies on age 
estimation [9].

Limitations in Raman spectroscopy include bone 
autofluorescence that interferes with the signal, causing broader 
peaks that overwhelm sharper but less intense Raman peaks [10], 
and variations in measurement techniques or sample preparation 
that can introduce discrepancies in the results obtained. Moreover, 

absolute measurements of Raman Band intensities are difficult; 
the usual metrics are band intensity ratios, with crystallinity 
being the major exception [8]. Currently, background fluorescence 
can be subtracted using polynomial curve-fitting techniques and 
sample preparation [11]. 

In general, these techniques are fast, non-destructive or 
micro-destructive in the FTIR case, require minimal to no sample 
preparation, offer high sensitivity and sensibility [12,13], some 
equipment is portable, ideal for in situ analysis 

Conclusion 

The study of human remains involves a balance between 
preserving the integrity of the body and scientific research to 
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understand the past. Vibrational spectroscopies provide ideal 
non-destructive and non-time-consuming methods for assessing 
bone quality, so researchers can better choose the samples to be 
used when destructive analysis is required, and ensure accurate 
results. Respectful handling of human remains is a way to respect 
the past and present cultures while better understanding them.
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